Background: Self-care disability is dependence on others to conduct activities of daily living, such as bathing, eating and dressing. Among long-term care residents, self-care disability lowers quality of life and increases health care costs. Understanding the correlates of self-care disability in this population is critical to guide clinical care and ongoing research in Geriatrics. This study examines which resident geriatric syndromes and chronic conditions are associated with residents' self-care disability and whether these relationships vary across strata of age, sex and cognitive status. It also describes the proportion of variance in residents' self-care disability that is explained by residents' geriatric syndromes versus long-term care home characteristics. Methods: We conducted a cross-sectional study using a health administrative cohort of 77,165 long-term care home residents residing in 614 Ontario long-term care homes. Eligible residents had their self-care disability assessed using the RAI-MDS 2.0 activities of daily living long-form score (range: 0-28) within 90 days of April 1st, 2011. Hierarchical multivariable regression models with random effects for long-term care homes were used to estimate the association between self-care disability and resident geriatric syndromes, chronic conditions and long-term care home characteristics. Differences in findings across strata of sex, age and cognitive status (cognitively intact versus cognitively impaired) were examined.
Background
Long-term care homes (LTCHs) are publicly-funded facilities for older adults whose care needs are greater than the level provided by home care or retirement homes, but less than that provided in hospital [1] . Demand for institutional long-term care is increasing globally, as are the acuity and complexity of LTCH (or "nursing home") residents [2] . Most LTCH residents have some self-care disability, defined as difficulty with or dependence on others to conduct activities of daily living (ADLs), such as bathing, eating and dressing [1] . Self-care disability (henceforth "disability") tends to increase over time among LTCH residents [3] and is associated with lower self-rated quality of life [4] , repeat hospitalizations [5] , higher health care utilization [6] and all-cause mortality [7, 8] . Based on its association with these important resident outcomes, resident disability measures are included in pay-for-performance schemes and publicly reported LTCH quality metrics in jurisdictions across North America [9] [10] [11] .
There is limited evidence regarding the association of specific resident and LTCH characteristics with resident disability [12] , or the extent that these associations differ by age [13] , sex [14] and cognitive status [15] . Identifying the resident or LTCH characteristics that explain differences in resident disability could guide targeting of clinical interventions to prevent or slow its onset. Determining whether the effects of geriatric syndromes and chronic conditions on disability differ by age, sex and cognitive status is important because imbalanced effect modifiers in research samples skew findings. Existing studies of these relationships are limited by small or single-sex samples, inadequate control for confounders, lack of adjustment for clustering of residents within LTCHs, and selection bias due to voluntary LTCH participation [16] [17] [18] [19] .
We conducted a cross-sectional administrative data study to answer the following questions and fill these evidence gaps:
1. Which resident geriatric syndromes and chronic conditions are most strongly associated with disability in LTCH residents? 2. Are these relationships moderated by residents' sex, age or cognitive status? 3. What is the proportion of variance in resident disability explained by resident characteristics versus LTCH characteristics?
Our examination of these questions was guided by Verbrugge and Jette's Disablement Process Model [20] . The Disablement Process Model is a theoretical framework that outlines a pathway through which pathologies lead to impairments, which give way to limitations in functional capacity [20] . Reduced functional capacity then interacts with individuals' sociodemographic characteristics and context to cause disability [20] . Additional file 1: Table S1 contains definitions and examples for pathology, impairment, functional limitation, sociodemographic ("intra-individual") characteristics and contextual ("extra-individual") factors from Verbrugge and Jette's Disablement Process Model paper [20] . There was an additional "risk factors" construct in the original Disablement Process Model, however because all of the risk factors were also sociodemographic characteristics these categories were collapsed in this study.
We incorporated this framework into this study in two ways. First, our variable selection and model specification were based on constructs in the Disablement Process Model. The "chronic pathologies" construct was represented by chronic conditions -such as heart failure or Parkinson's disease-defined as "illnesses lasting six months or more, including past illnesses requiring continuous care, diseases with risk of recurrence or previous health problems that continue to affect health management" [21] . The "impairments" construct was represented by geriatric syndromes,-such as balance impairment or urinary incontinence-defined as "a collection of signs and symptoms common in older residents but not necessarily fitting into discrete disease categories" [22] . Second, we tested an extension of the original model to see whether there is effect modification of exposure-disability relationships by resident age, sex and cognitive status. We hypothesized that the effects of chronic diseases and geriatric syndromes on disability would be stronger among women, the oldest old and individuals who were cognitively impaired.
Methods
We enrolled all LTCH residents in Ontario, Canada, whose disability was assessed within 90 days (+/−) of the index date, April 1, 2011. We then applied several exclusions ( Fig. 1 ) and used residents' de-identified and encrypted provincial health insurance numbers to link health administrative databases housed at the Institute for Clinical Evaluative Sciences (ICES).
Data sources
Resident records were linked using unique, anonymized, encrypted identifiers across multiple Ontario health administrative databases containing information on all publicly insured, medically necessary hospital and physician services. These included the Discharge Abstract Database (DAD) for chronic conditions coded during hospital admissions; the Ontario Health Insurance Plan (OHIP) for physician billings, including diagnosis codes and procedures; the Registered Persons Database (RPDB) for resident age and sex; and the Continuing Care Reporting System (CCRS) which includes administrative information on LTCH characteristics and patient-level data from the Resident Assessment Instrument Minimum Dataset 2.0 (RAI-MDS) assessments carried out in LTCHs [23] . The RAI-MDS is a standardized, multidimensional assessment tool used in LTCHs across Canada, the US and Europe [24] ; this study used Ontario RAI-MDS data on resident disability, demographic characteristics, and chronic condition and geriatric syndrome diagnoses. Trained LTCH staff completed the assessments when residents were admitted to LTCH, quarterly, and when there was any significant resident health status change [25] .
Outcome
The primary outcome was resident disability, measured using the ADL long-form score (ADL LFS) from the RAI-MDS assessment closest to the index date. The ADL LFS quantifies resident disability from 0 to 28 based on degree of dependence on others for bed mobility, transfer, locomotion, dressing, eating, toilet use and personal hygiene (see Additional file 1: Table S2 ). Higher values of ADL LFS indicate higher disability. The ADL LFS is less prone to ceiling effects than more abbreviated disability scales [26] , has been validated against standardized measures of disability [27, 28] , and is reliable [29] . Although it is an ordinal measure, it was treated as a continuous variable in this study, in keeping with statistical guidelines [30] and precedent in other research [16, [31] [32] [33] .
Exposures
Prevalent geriatric syndromes and chronic conditions were the primary exposures of interest. The accrual period for chronic condition diagnoses was five years prior to the index date. Chronic conditions were coded as prevalent if they were identified in hospital or physician billing data as primary or comorbid diagnoses in one inpatient or two outpatient visits within two years of each other [34] or if they were denoted as "active conditions" in RAI-MDS assessments at least once. Geriatric syndromes were coded as present as indicated in residents' RAI-MDS assessment closest to the index date. The full set of 16 chronic conditions and nine geriatric syndromes included, as well as the diagnostic codes used to define them, are listed in Additional file 1: Tables S3 and S4 .
Covariates
Selection of resident and LTCH-level covariates for multivariable models was guided by the Disablement Process Model [20] . Resident-level covariates included age, sex, marital status, pre-admission neighborhood income quintile and the number of days since admission to the LTCH. LTCH-level variables based on aggregate resident characteristics (e.g. proportion of residents restrained) were calculated using all residents in each LTCH who were assessed within 90 days (+/−) of the index date and were still alive on the index date. 
Statistical analyses
The frequency and distribution of resident and LTCH characteristics in the sample were determined. Bivariate unadjusted relationships between resident and LTCH characteristics and disability were assessed in linear regression models. A null model containing only random LTCH intercepts and no other explanatory variables was run and a likelihood ratio test determined whether there was significant between-LTCH variance in resident disability. Hierarchical multivariable Model 1 contained only random LTCH effects and resident variables, whereas Model 2 contained random LTCH effects, resident and LTCH variables. This model sequence facilitated stepwise calculation of the total proportion of variance in disability explained by variables in each model (R 2 ), and the proportion of variance in disability that was between LTCHs in the sample (ρ) [35] . To test for multicollinearity of the variables in the multivariable model, the variance inflation factor (VIF) was estimated for each predictor in the reported model (Model 1). The assumption of normally distributed residual errors was also verified. To test whether the effect of chronic diseases and geriatric syndromes on disability were stronger among women, the oldest residents and individuals who were cognitively impaired, we conducted a descriptive analysis of Model 1 stratified by sex, age and cognitive status (cognitively intact or borderline versus cognitive impaired [36] ).
Sensitivity analyses
We re-ran Model 1 with fixed effects instead of random effects for LTCHs to examine whether unmeasured LTCH effects were biasing our findings. Fixed effects account for individual LTCH's effect on variance in residents' disability, without specifying the LTCH variables responsible, whereas random effects adjust for the overall variation across all LTCHs. If coefficient estimates from the fixed effects version of Model 1 differed significantly from the random effects version, it would suggest that our estimation was biased by relevant LTCH characteristics that we were unable to measure. A linear regression with no random or fixed effects for LTCHs was also run. We also re-ran Model 1, alternatively removing all geriatric syndromes, all chronic conditions, and all variables except for four geriatric syndromes to test how sensitive effects for each type of exposure was to adjustment for the other. To examine the sensitivity of our findings to coding of chronic conditions, we re-ran Model 1 using chronic condition codes from claims data only, then using chronic condition codes from RAI-MDS data only. Model 2 was re-run excluding residents whose data were from admission assessments to examine whether their inclusion weakened relationships between LTCH characteristics and resident disability. Descriptive analyses were done using SAS version 9.3 [37] and regression modelling was done in STATA.
Results

Resident and long-term care home characteristics
A total of 77,165 residents from 614 LTCHs were included in the sample and are described in Table 1 . The median disability score for all residents in the sample was 18 (IQR: 9, 23); 71.2% of them were female and their mean age was 84.9 years (SD: 7.5). LTCHs had an average of 126 (SD: 67.3) active beds and the majority of homes in the sample were classified as medium size, forprofit, and located in urban settings (Table 2 ). There was very little variation in LTCH-level mean disability associated with different levels of the measured LTCH characteristics ( Table 2 ).
Multivariable models of disability in long-term care residents
The coefficients in Table 3 represent the association of chronic conditions and geriatric syndromes with the 29-point ADL LFS measure of disability. Variables with significant positive coefficients (e.g. Parkinson's) are associated with greater disability, whereas variables with significant negative coefficients (e.g. coronary artery disease) are associated with less disability, adjusting for other variables in the table. A one-point increase in ADL LFS is considered the minimum threshold for clinical significance, as it indicates increased dependence in an ADL or dependence in a new ADL, both of which are associated with intensified care needs from LTCH staff [38] . Because LTCH characteristics had small and non-significant effects on disability, estimates from Model 1-which includes random effects for LTCHs but no LTCH characteristics-are reported. Coefficient estimates for all covariates included in Models 1 and 2 can be found in Additional file 1: Table S5 . The mean VIF for variables in Model 1 is 1.53 (Range: 1.04-3.69), which falls far below the threshold (VIF ≥ 10) indicative of multicollinearity.
Geriatric syndromes and chronic conditions associated with disability
Balance impairment, urinary and bowel incontinence, pressure ulcer, severe visual impairment and severe cognitive impairment each had statistically significant independent associations with a minimum 2.5 point increase in disability (Table 3 ). Mild to moderate cognitive impairment, moderate visual impairment and daily or severe daily pain were also positively associated with more disability, but their effects were smaller, ranging from 0.59 to 1.79 (Table 3 ). Compared to being underweight, having a healthy body mass index (BMI) and being obese were both associated with lower disability; the protective effects of not being underweight were greatest in residents with overweight BMIs.
Compared to geriatric syndromes, chronic conditions had small associations with disability in multivariable models ( Table 3) . Exclusion of geriatric syndromes from the model resulted in increased effect size and statistical significance of chronic condition coefficients, but reduced the model R 2 from 62.7% to 11.2% (see Additional file 1: Table S6 ). Having Parkinson's, heart failure, stroke, limb paralysis or amputation, kidney disease, or mood disorder were significantly associated with higher resident disability, however the size of these independent associations were smaller than those of geriatric syndromes, ranging from 0.22 to 1.93. Asthma, peripheral vascular disease and diabetes were not significantly associated with disability in multivariable models.
Dementia was strongly associated with higher disability in a bivariate model (Table 3) , and in a model without geriatric syndromes (see Additional file 1: Table S6 ); this association between dementia and disability is reversed in Model 1, which also adjusted for cognitive status. Although bivariate analyses indicated a negative association between pain and disability, pain was positively associated with disability in fully adjusted analyses (Table 3) ; exploratory analyses revealed that the change in sign for pain occurred due to adjustment for coexisting geriatric syndromes and number of days since admission (data not shown). A similar reversal of a negative bivariate relationship between heart failure and disability occurred in multivariate models (Table 3) , due to adjustment for number of days since admission (data not shown).
Effect modification by residents' sex, age and cognitive status
As shown in Table 4 , the estimated association between chronic conditions and geriatric syndromes with disability in the study sample did not differ in sub-samples of men, women, or individuals aged 74 to 94. The effect sizes of bowel incontinence, diabetes and cognitive status varied in the youngest (aged 65-74) and oldest (aged 95-plus) residents, however these differences were minor. Only 24% of residents in the sample did not suffer from moderate to severe cognitive impairment; in these people the association between pressure ulcer and limb paralysis or amputation and disability increased significantly. Conversely, co-existing dementia, visual impairment or bowel incontinence were associated more strongly with disability in those with cognitive impairment. Model estimates for all covariates included in sex-, age-and cognitive status-stratified versions of Models 1 can be found in Additional file 1: Table S7 .
Long-term care home characteristics associated with resident disability
Residents' demographic characteristics and morbidity explained 62.7% of the variance in disability score. Although a likelihood ratio test indicated that there were statistically significant between-LTCH differences in resident disability (χ 2 = 3389.1, p < 0.000), LTCH variables such as intensity of rehabilitation services or ownership type, explained only an additional 2% of the variance.
Sensitivity analyses
Sensitivity analyses that removed geriatric syndromes and chronic conditions from multivariable models (see Additional file 1: Table S6) show that geriatric syndromes explained a large amount of the variance in residents' disability, including some of the effects of chronic conditions. In fact, a sensitivity analysis in which only four geriatric syndromes (balance impairment, urinary and bowel incontinence and cognitive impairment) were modelled explained 59.9% of the variance in disability (see Additional Table S6 ). Use of fixed effects to adjust for clustering within LTCHs did not significantly change any model estimates (see Additional file 1: Table S8 ); proportion of variance in residents' disability attributable to betweenhome differences was 10.3% in a fixed effects Model 1 versus 9.5% in the random effects Model 1. A version of Model 1 without random or fixed effects for LTCHs explained just as much variance in disability as models that accounted for differences between LTCHS (see Additional file 1: Table S8 ), further verifying the absence of LTCH effects on resident disability. Use of only administrative claims data to code chronic conditions reduced the effects of limb paralysis or amputation and mood disorders, rendering them non-significant, while significantly increasing the effect of stroke (see Additional file 1, Table S9 ). Use of only RAI-MDS chronic condition codes did not significantly change the effects of any chronic conditions or geriatric syndromes (see Additional file 1: Table S9 ). Exclusion of the 9,302 residents (12% of sample) whose data were from admission assessments had no effect on findings from Model 2 (see Additional file 1: Table S9 ).
Discussion
Geriatric syndromes explain major differences in disability Geriatric syndromes were much more strongly associated with disability in LTCH residents than were chronic conditions; their removal from Model 1 reduced the R 2 from 62.7% to 11.2% (see Additional file 1: Table S6 ), showing that they explain approximately 50% of unique variation in resident disability in this population-based sample. The geriatric syndromes that were most strongly associated with disability were balance impairment, cognitive impairment and urinary and bowel incontinence. Characteristics of LTCHs accounted for less than 2% of the variance in resident disability once resident characteristics were considered. These findings suggest that residents and their geriatric syndromes-not the LTCHs in which they live-may be appropriate targets of interventions to reduce disability, and that such interventions may need to differ for cognitively impaired versus unimpaired residents.
Mechanisms for geriatric syndrome, chronic condition and LTCH effects
The Disablement Process Model [20] that guided hypothesis generation and analysis for this study is also instructive in understanding its main findings. The strong association between geriatric syndromes and disability was insensitive to adjustment for coexisting chronic conditions, whereas effects of chronic conditions diminished or were rendered non-significant after adjustment for coexisting geriatric syndromes. A possible mechanism for this finding is that geriatric syndromes mediate some of the effects of chronic conditions on disability. For example, limb paralysis or amputation is strongly associated with disability, but some of this association may be mediated by daily pain. This possible mechanism should be further explored in mediation analyses. An alternative explanation is that geriatric syndromes are proxy measures for disease severity or close proximity to end of life, both of which are associated with disability but not directly measured in our study.
Although there was significant variation in the distribution of LTCH characteristics, descriptive analyses showed that these variations were not associated with corresponding variations in resident disability. This is the likely cause of the lack of explanatory power LTCH characteristics had in models of resident disability. Understanding effect modification by age, sex and cognitive status
The consistency of chronic condition and geriatric syndrome effects on disability across age and sex strata may represent a nullification of age-and sex-effect modification due to the advanced age and morbidity of LTCH residents. However, it is also possible that females and the oldest old residents in whom chronic conditions and geriatric syndromes were the most strongly associated with disability were under-represented in this cross-sectional sample due to early mortality. We found that some chronic conditions and geriatric syndromes effected residents who were cognitively impaired differently than those who were cognitively intact. Cognitive impairment may exacerbate the effect of prevalent conditions and syndromes due to its impact on older adults' ability to self-care [39] , whereas activitylimiting conditions like limb paralysis and Parkinson's may have stronger effects among cognitively intact residents due to their lower overall disability.
Findings in the context of existing evidence
The dominance of geriatric syndromes over chronic conditions as determinants of health status has recently been demonstrated in community-dwelling older adults [40] but our exploration of this relationship in LTCH residents offers new insight. Other studies of geriatric syndromes' effect on disability in LTCH residents adjusted for the number of chronic conditions that patients had, rather than examining the effects of specific chronic conditions alongside specific geriatric syndromes [17, 18, 33, 41] . Our inclusion of specific chronic conditions in multivariable models revealed that effects of some chronic conditions (e.g. dementia) were particularly sensitive to adjustment for coexisting geriatric syndromes in models of disability. While we found a stronger effect of pressure ulcer on disability in cognitively intact residents, the effect of bowel incontinence and visual impairment on disability was significantly stronger in cognitively impaired residents in our sample. These mixed results align with existing evidence, some of which supports exacerbated effects of chronic conditions among cognitively impaired older adults [15] and some of which shows worse effects among cognitively intact older adults [32] . Compared to being underweight (BMI <18.5), having an overweight BMI (BMI 25-30) was associated with the lowest level of disability in multivariable models. These findings mirror findings regarding the association of BMI with mortality: results of a recent meta-analysis of more than 30.3 million people in 230 cohort studies found that the lowest mortality was observed among those with a BMI of approximately 25 [42] . Similar to the association between underweight BMI and increased mortality [42] , the relationship between BMI <18.5 and disability in this study may be confounded by low body weight resulting from chronic disease [43] . Our adjustment for 16 chronic conditions and nine geriatric syndromes addresses much of this potential confounding, however longitudinal studies of this association are needed.
The proportion of variance in resident disability (<2%) explained by LTCH characteristics in this sample is smaller than the 8-25% variance in ADL-LFS found by Phillips et al. in their studies of 1,334 American LTCHs [17, 41] . We hypothesize that this difference occurred because we adjusted for significantly more chronic conditions and geriatric syndromes than Phillips et al., and explained a larger proportion of total model variance (R 2 = 64.2%) than Phillips et al. achieved (R 2 = 18%) [41] , thus reducing variance attributed LTCHs. The weak effects of specific LTCH variables in our study is consistent with another study of LTCH effects on disablement in LTCH residents [33] , as well as equivocal evidence for the relationship between LTCH characteristics and other resident health outcomes [12, 44] .
Strengths
This study used health administrative data in a singlepayer health care system to study the relationships between resident morbidity, LTCH characteristics and disability in a large, representative sample with adjustment for multiple confounders. Our large sample size also allowed for examination of effects among strata of putative effect modifiers that were larger than many studies' main samples. In contrast with most studies in LTCH residents that use either validated administrative claims algorithms or RAI-MDS active diagnoses to identify chronic conditions, we combined these measures and tested the sensitivity of our findings to this choice. Although claims data tend to be more sensitive for the detection of some diagnoses (e.g. heart failure, arthritis), RAI-MDS assessments are more sensitive to other conditions (e.g. Alzheimer's, hip fracture) [45] . Our findings suggest that using combined chronic condition measures from both data sources yields findings that are fairly comparable to those generated using only one. Existing studies that examine the relationship between morbidity and disability either do not include specific chronic conditions in models [17, 18, 33, 41] , or do not examine the sensitivity of model estimates to adjustment for geriatric syndromes [16] . By doing both, we produced robust empirical findings while also testing a theoretical extension of a heavily used conceptual framework. The absence of multicollinearity in our large multivariable models supports future use of the Disablement Process Model [20] as a guide to identify conceptually distinct variables in disability research.
Limitations
Due to the cross-sectional nature of our study, we cannot make causal inferences regarding the associations that we report. Our sample also captures residents at different stages of their LTCH journey; because the magnitude of association between specific chronic conditions and geriatric syndromes and disability may change over time since admission, we adjusted multivariable models for the duration of time residents had been in their LTCH. There were several geriatric syndromes that were not included in this study for conceptual and methodological reasons. Extant conceptualizations and administrative data measures of frailty include both the outcome (disability) and the exposures (symptoms, signs, disease) of interest in this study [46, 47] , therefore frailty was not included in multivariable models despite being a well-known geriatric syndrome. Sarcopenia-defined as low muscle mass and either reduced strength or physical performance [48] -was not measured in this study, however we measured BMI, which is an excellent proxy for sarcopenia in age-adjusted models among older adults [49] . Polypharmacy is another geriatric syndrome that was excluded from this analysis because it is a marker of underlying health status that exists along the causal pathway between the exposures of interest (chronic conditions and geriatric syndromes) and health outcomes (disability) in this study [50] . Delirium and falls are important geriatric syndromes that were excluded from this cross-sectional study due to their acute nature and the longitudinal data required to examine their effects; however, our inclusion of geriatric syndromes associated with delirium and falls (i.e. cognitive status and balance impairment) likely accounted for much of the variance in disability associated with these acute health events.
We did not have data on numerous LTCH characteristics potentially associated with residents' disability (e.g. staffing levels [10] and immunization rates [51] ), therefore interpretation of the effects for the few LTCH variables we did measure (e.g. for-profit ownership) should be tempered by the knowledge that these variables may be absorbing variance from unmeasured variables. However, we did replicate our findings in models with fixed effects for LTCHs and thus verified that they were not due our inability to measure relevant LTCH characteristics in our random effects models.
Conclusions
Our findings show that geriatric syndromes explain more variation in resident disability than chronic conditions and features of LTCHs combined. These findings suggest that residents and their geriatric syndromes-not the LTCHs in which they live-may be the appropriate target of interventions to reduce disability, and that such interventions may need to differ for cognitively impaired versus unimpaired residents. These associations should be further explored in longitudinal studies.
